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BASIC ELEMENTS OF RADIO INTERFEROMETRY AND VLBI

There are four fundamental observables in the electromagnetic

radiation fields of astronomical objects. They are the radiation

intensity and polarization measured as a function of time and spec-

tral frequency. Of particular importance to the understanding of

the physical nature of an object are the absolute positions and

relative spatial distributions of observables and the identification

of distinct spatial features in the projected source brightness dis-

tribution. The angular resolution of a filled aperture telescope is

limited by defraction effects of the aperture, limit ' /diameter.

At radio wavelengths, the maximum angular resolution presently

available on a single telescope is about 30 arcsec, i.e., the 100 m

Bonn telescope at X = 1.35 cm and the FCRAO 13.7 m telescope at
S= 2 m. At k = 18 cm, the 300 m Arecibo telescope has a half-

power beam width of 3 arcmin. Of course, optical observations that

are limited only by tropospheric fluctuations resolve interesting

spatial details far beyond the capability of any single radio tele-

scope. Commensurate resolutions at radio wavelengths are clearly

desirable. A case in point is the rapid time variations of

celestial masers. With the speed of light setting a lower limit on

a disturbance travel time across the maser source and masers 100's

to 1000's kiloparsec distant, the maser features must be substan-

tially less than 1 arcsec in diameter.

The principles of interferometry have been successfully

applied at radio wavelengths and attain angular resolutions rou-

tinely exceeding that of optical telescopes and in some cases as

high as 0.0001 arcsec. Consider the filled aperture of a single

telescope in terms of an array of adjacent elemental apertures Axdy

in size. The far-field radiation pattern of the telescope F(L,m) is

related to the aperture illumination field A(x,y) by the Booker-

Clemmow theorem. That is,

F(L,m) =

i,k

A(x ,Yk)exp[j 2 n(£xi + mYk) ,

aperture

where x and y are in units of wavelength and L and m are in radians.

Thus the far-field radiation pattern is the sum of Fourier compo-

nents in the far-field produced by pairs of elemental apertures at

spacing s the telescope diameter. Clearly the far-field radiation

pattern is confined to a solid angle determined by the maximum

spacing of the elemental apertures. Or by reciprocity, each pair of

elemental apertures sample a Fourier harmonic in the source spatial

brightness distribution.
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Let us consider the radiation field of a two-dimensional

source brightness distribution, I(x ,y). For an I(ex,ey) radiating

coherently across ©x, y, emission will be beamed into a power pat-

tern of difinite angular structure. For example, the case of thin

screen scattering or a simple transmitting array of radiators.

I(ex0 ,y) can be reconstructed by Fourier inversion of the radiation

field intensities sampled spatially in the plane of the incident

wavefront. However, coherent 1(x ,0y) are limited to but a few
cases in radio astronomy. For the most part, radio I(x, ey)'s are

combinations of statistically independent radiators. The spatial

coherence of the radiation field of such a source can be sampled

between increasing lateral separations in the plane of the incident

wavefront. Of course, now the sampling technique must be phase

stable. The spatial cross-correlation is p(u,v), where u, v are the

sampling baseline in the plane of the incident wavefront. The

incoherent source brightness distribution, 1(0x,0y), and p(u,v) are

Fourier transform pairs. The p(u,v) can be measured by a coherent

two-element interferometer whose element separation projected into

u, v samples at the spatial frequency (u
2 + v2)

1
/2

. 
By physically

moving the antennas and/or allowing the diurnal rotation of the

earth to vary the aspect of the projected interferometer baseline in

u, v, p(u,v) can be sufficiently well determined such that its

Fourier inversion represents a reasonable estimation of the true

source brightness distribution.

A. Basic Interferomet y

At a given epoch, a single Fourier component of I(9x, y) is

measured by a two-element interferometer. As the interferometer

spacing is increased, Fourier components of higher order are

observed. The phase stability of the simple two-element interfero-

meter shown in Figure A.1 is maintained by using a common local

oscillator and phase stable transmission lines. In Figure A.1, the

incident wavefront arrives late at station #2 by the delay,

T = -cos 9g c

where B is the interferometer baseline in units of wavelength and 0

the source-baseline hour angle. The total power response of the

interferometer is the product of signal #1 with the conjugate of

signal #2 integrated over the system bandpass. Expressed as a com-

plex quantity, the double sideband interferometer response for a

point source is

R(t) = A(t). W(Tg - To)exp( J0Lg)

a simple harmonic fringe pattern under a 'white light' envelope,

W(T - To). The incremental tracking delay inserted in signal #2 is
gadjusted such that W(g O) . Note that the phase at the low

adjusted such that W(r - 'r ) 1. Note that the phase at the low
g o0

r +,'t ' ;
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pass filter output, wLOrg, depends 
on L rather than the sky fre-

quency, w. This is a result of the incremental 
delay tracking the

geometrical delay.

The interferometer baseline 
vector between any two stations

at geocentric coordinates i' ki and geocentric radius, ri, is

B = r2(2 2) - r(0 1 ,1 ), see Figure A.2(a). The source-baseline

geometry, Figure A.2(b), is conveniently expressed in 
terms of their

Greenwich Hour Angles (GHA) and declinations, Ls, 6s and LB, 
6
B'

The interferometer hour angle 
is defined as L = Ls - " A detailed

description of source-baseline 
geometry is included in Appendix 

B.

The interferometer baseline vector 
projected into the plane of the

incident wavefront, the u, v plane, is

u= B cos 6B sin L

v = B(sin 
6  cos 6s -cos 6B sin 6s cos L)

where u is toward the east and 
v the north. The quantities u,v and

B are expressed in units of wavelength. 
The geometrical interfero-

meter delay for any source-baseline 
geometry is

T = (sin 6sinSs + cos 6B cos 6s cos L)
g c B s B

Consider a source brightness distribution which is extended

over some small -on the sky, I(Q), where = (2 +2l/2

x y
Ax = (a -cs)cos 6 ,bs y = 6 - 6 s, and is 1 to s. Then the

interferometer response is

R(t) = j do I(o)exp[j 2 n(B *& + .*B )]
source

=exp(j 2 rB * ")

SdAx dy I(ex ,qy) exp j[2 ~r(ux + V9y)]

The integral term is called the complex fringe visibility and repre-

sents the spatial coherence at u, v in the radiation field. Or

alternatively, 7(u,v) is a measure of the amplitude and phase of

that angular harmonic, k = (u
2 

+ v2l
-1
/2 of I(9x ey). y(u,v) and

I(ex ey) are Fourier transform pairs. Of course, a reasonable esti-

mate of I(ex, y) requires adequate sampling of y(u,v) in the u, v

plane.

There are then four quantities that are observed during a

single source-baseline epoch. They are the interferometer delay,

cross-correlation amplitude and phase, and the phase time rate of

change. The fringe rate is

$= =_- B cos D cos 6 sinL

iv
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where fl is the siderial rotation rate of the earth. Fringe rates

are typically several hundred Hertz for baselines of 10 wave-

lengths.

B. Very Long Baseline Interferometry

To properly measure the spatial coherence across the radia-

tion field of a very small angular diameter source, << 10", large

6
sampling separations are required, i.e., > 10 wavelengths. Real

time, phase stable transmissions of each observatory's sampled video

data to a remote cross-correlator present a technical difficulty as

yet not overcome in a practical manner. Although two-element long

baseline interferometers have been linked through relay satellites,

thus far it is prohibitively expensive. The standard practice today

is based upon individual station local oscillators with state-of-

the-art phase stability, high data density tape recorders and

sophisticated hardware/software devices calculating cross-

correlation between pairs of data tapes. Several tape recorder VLBI

systems are presently in use. The INRA0 Mark I VLBI system writes
sampled video data on standard 9 track tapes in IBM-compatible

format. The widest MkI bandwidth is 360 kHz. The low data rates of

the MkI make for very few data errors and high accuracy in the cal-

culation of cross-correlation amplitude and phase. Data processing

of MkI tapes are accomplished entirely in software and can be done

on any suitably large computer. The primary disadvantage to the MkI

system, besides requiring prodigious amounts of computer time, is

its relatively narrow bandwidth. The MkI was the first VLBI record-

ing system in general use and is maintained today for observations

requiring accurate interferometer phase, such as source-position

measurements. The NRAO Mark II VLBI system takes advantage of

higher data recording rates available on commercial helical-scan

video tape recorders. The maximum video bandwidth possible with the

MkII is 2 MHz. Cross-correlation calculations, tracking incremental

delay and fringe stopping are accomplished in a hardware/software

device, the MkII VLBI Processor. General purpose computer usage is

drastically reduced by the MkII Processor. Although the wider band-

widths result in increased S/N on the cross-correlation samples,

interpretation of the absolute interferometer phase is difficult.

The MkII Processor can be used as a spectral line VLB correlator,

that is, it calculates cross-correlation spectra, S(wk). The NRAO

MkII system is in wide use today, mainly for sampling high S/N

cross-correlation amplitudes of structured continuum sources, and

spectral line measurements of OH and H20 masers. The MkII Record

and Processor system was used in this experiment and is described in

detail in Appendix C. Within the past year, the new NASA MkIII VLBI

system has come into operation. The MkIII combines the best fea-

tures of the MkI and MkII. A video bandwidth of up to 50 MHz is

recorded in 2 MHz increments on a 25 channel instrumentation tape

recorder. The MkIII is an extremely versatile instrument and offers
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a factor of 5 increase in S/N over the MktI. No provisions are

presently available for processing spectral line observations.

The successful operation of tape recorder and remote correla-

tion VLBI systems depends upon four criteria.

1. The local oscillators at each station must have suffi-

cient spectral purity and frequency accuracy such that they estab-

lish a reasonable coherence time, T . T is that time interval over
c c

which random Lo phase fluctuations degrade the cross-correlation

amplitude by 0.5. That is, if the cross-correlation amplitude is a

constant, A, and the temporal variations in Lo phase, cp(t), the

coherence time is defined such that (Moran 1977):

T
A(Tc). i -- T e' A"

A(Tc T
r 
c exp[j p(t)]dt)j =

c o

2 2For randomly distributed o(t) with zero mean and variance a = (p ),

02

A(T) exp *

The fractional frequency stability of the Lo is specified, A v/v,

hence

2 2
(p ) = [(v//v)2 .v T)]2  .

- ,. . f " : , ". .. r. " .fir

Local oscillator signals are phase-locked multiplications of

a 5 MHz frequency standard oscillator output. Stimulated emission

from the 1420.4058 MHz neutral hydrogen transition can be produced

under laboratory conditions. Emission from a hydrogen maser cavity

is coupled into a system of phase-locked multipliers, dividers and

synthesizers which outputs the VLBI standard frequency of 5 MHz.

The fractional frequency stability of hydrogen maser standards

approaches 10-
1 4 

for T > 100 sec, but decreases to 10-11 as T

0.1 sec. Crystal oscillators with good short-term stability are

usually phase locked to the hydrogen maser output. The crystal

oscillator acts as a fly wheel on the hydrogen maser, thereby

improving the short-term stability. At 1665 MHz we would expect the

coherence time between a pair of hydrogen maser standards to be over

two hours. Small differences in the oscillator frequencies would

appear as a constant fringe rate offset and are easily removed

before the cross-correlation operation.

2. For typical VLBI baselines of thousands of km, the inter-

ferometer observables are very sensitive to the source-baseline

geometry. As seen in Part A, an incremental delay must be applied

to the signal from the station the wavefront arrives at first. As

it is impractical to do this in real time at the respective observa-

tories, the delay must be applied later in the data processing. So

accurate knowledge of absolute time, hence interferometer hour

angle, is necessary at each station. This is accomplished using the

161
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100 Khz navigational broadcases of the LORAN-C network. Observatory

time can be synchronized to within 5 sec of UTC by the LORAN-C

transmissions, quite adequate for VLBI purposes.

3. To attain reasonable S/N in cross-correlation, as wide

bandwidths as possible must be sampled and recorded. A fundamental

difficulty in tape recording video signals is the sheer volume of

information to be recorded. In the NIRAO MkII VLBI Record Terminal,

video data of 2 MHz maximum bandwidth are one-bit sampled, formated

and recorded at a 4 ,Maz bit rate on color-television video tape

recorders. The information density on the video tape is

2800 bits/mm , typical of a photographic plate. The record termi-

nal formats the data into frames of 1/60 second, one rotation of the

record head on the helical scan recorder synchronized to station

time. A 4 MHz signal from the station frequency standard is diphase

encoded into the data stream as an 'assured' clock. A complete time

code is written on the audio track at 1/60 see intervals. In this

way, the UTC of a single data bit can be recovered at playback by

reading the time code, counting frames from the last UTC second and

counting bits in the assured clock.

4. The MkII VLB Processor, located at the NRAO, Charlottes-

ville, Virginia, is a hardware/software device which plays back

tapes from pairs of stations and calculates the appropriate cross-

correlation functions. The MkII Processor is discussed in detail in

Appendix B. The 1MkII is a very versatile instrument allowing entry

* ,• . *44

of offsets in wLO' Tg, and baseline-source geometry. The MkII

reduces the number of data bits per second by a factor of t 3600.

Observations of a particular source at a set of observing

parameters are conducted over a contiguous length of time called an

observing scan. In the spectral line mode, Mk4Ii observing scans are

typically 50 minutes on-source followed by a 5 minute off-source

scan. The MkII Processor correlates at a real-time rate filling a

9 track computer tape in approximately 55 minutes.

C. Uncertainties in the Cross-Correlation Vector

The observed cross-correlation is a complex quantity, R e

which is the sum of the signal cross-correlation and randomly dis-

tributed noise vectors, R e
j  

= .1 A. eji . The expectations and

variances in R and can be estimated using the theory of random

phasor sums. Consider the signals from each interferometer element

that are input to the cross-correlator,

x 1 (t) =A S1 (t) + 1 n(t)

x2 (t) = S2 (t) + R 2 n 2 (t)

TA1 and TA2 are the antenna temperatures of a point source, T and

TR2 are the system temperatures, and S1 (t), S2 (t), nl(t) and n2 (t)

are the time representations of the statistical fluctuations in the

I/
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antenna and noise signals with normalized variance and zero mean.

The cross-correlation is

R(t) = x1(t)x2(t

n1 = eA
c

A1TR2 
+ 

TA2TR1 + TRR2 
ej

n2 =, Tc

S(t)S2(t) + /TT2SI(t)n2

+ /TAS2TR 2 S(t)nl(t) + TR1TR2 nl(t)n 2(t) ,

where the expectations of the various conjugate products of the

S(t)'s and n(t)'s are unity. The true cross-correlation is the

vector

C ej  
=/TATA2 S(t)S2(t)

The remaining terms in R(t) are uncorrelated and statistically

independent, thus summing to a single noise vector with randomly

distributed phases (Rogers 1977). Then the measured cross-

correlation is the vector sum

R C+ n+n2 C+ n ,

where n1 is the rms of the statistical fluctuations in C and lies in

the direction of C and n2 is the rms of the statistically independ-

ent cross-correlation terms. For a 128 channel Hanning weighted

cross-correlation spectrum, the frequency resolution is Av = 4 B/128

with bandwidth B. The T is the coherent integration interval.Sc

If the phase of C is defined as zero, Cx = C and C = 0, the

quadrature components of the n1 + n2 variance can be simply

expressed (Moran 1976b),

2

ax = [(TAl + TR1)(TA2 +
T
R2) + TAlTA2 ]/2 A©vTc

= [(TA + T)(TA2 + TR 2 ) - TAITA2]/2 AvT
y Al RlA2. 2 A 2 C

The vector diagram ofR = C + n1 + n2 is shown in Figure A.3.

Generally nl (t) << n2 (t), hence a a and the total noise
y

vector can be considered as a uniformly distributed phasor. The

phase distribution is uniform,

where
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1 and
P(') - (osA 2 .)

Se er 2

xyl

and the amplitude distribution

(n) - exp(- n2/2 a ao )
xy ..

where

is the Rayleigh distribution. The distribution of the quadrature

components of R is that of a constant phasor plus a Rayleigh phasor

(Beckmann 1967):

(R - )2  
R2

P(RxRy) =2 exp -- 2
xyra~~I 20220

Y x y

The amplitude and phase distributions of the measured cross-

correlation are written (Beckmann 1967):

P(R) = y exp R2+

C cos (
G = 1 (0 stn 2 )

xy

For the strong signal case, TAITA2 >> TTRR 2/2 dvTc, the

expectations and variances of R and 1 can be estimated (Moran 1977):

TT
(R) T 1.+ TR2 ,2

TAITA2 A'r c

2 .TRITR2
2 A r '
(c = 0 ,

O = 0 s

02 TR2TR2

where Io(z) is the modified Bessel function of zero order

2n

o(z) = j exp(z cos )d ,
0

The strong signal approximation is a valid case for this experiment

where TA1TA  1 oK2 for weak features (5 Jy) and typically

TRT R2/2 Av p 0.1 °K
2

I
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If N consecutive samples of determine the fringe rate, $,

the error in is

112 oa

-= c [N(N + l)(N - 1) ]1/2

For the weak signal case, TATA2 << VTRTR2  '22IVTC

T1/2 TR1TR2 1 +TAITAO tA' c\

(R) () 2Av TRI TR2<.122

2
2 TI -)1TT+ T *Q 2122 (2-2) 1+TATA2

0 
2
vc 2 R14-I R2 2

21 1
2Q n I~ 9

0 1 n

2TAITA
2 2 Lr

TRITR2 
r

as TTA 2 0,

1/2 /T RTR2
S 02 TRT2 (2 .".

2AcvT 2

2 -
0a -4 5

af.) = A cos(wor ) n **(r,.,)

Figure A.I. Schematic representation of a simple connected-element
multiplying interferometer. The incremental tracking delay
inserts a delay in signal #2 equivalent to the geometrical
delay in signal #1. The bandpass has a rectangular frequency
response from 0 to B Hz, hence the interferometer response

is of the form of A cos(wLOTg) fringes under the

sinc[nBo ( g - TD) ] delay tracking offset window.

F ., 'k .
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A-G78-?$5

Z, NCP

8 STATION 2

STATION I rX1
h r  

- -712
1 4 X, =O

2 h

Y, A: 6 hr (a)

Z, NCP 2

BX

A Se Figure A.3. The observed cross-correlation phasor R is the vector

S sum of three vectors in cross-correlation space. A is e

L-X, A * O
hr  true interferometer cross-correlation, n is the rms of the

statistical fluctuations in , and 2 is a Rayleigh phasor

proportional to the mean interferometer system 
temperature.

In this example, A, and hence n1 , are constrained to have

bzero phase angle.

YA.hr (b)
Figure A.2. Radio source - interferometer baseline geometry.

(a) An interferometer baseline vector in terms of the geo-
centric coordintes of the observing stations. The x, y
lie in the equatorial plane with x in the direction of the

Greenwich Meridian; z is toward the North Celestial Pole.

(b) Source direction and interferometer baseline vectors

expressed in terms of declinations and Greenwich Hour Angles.
The x, y, z coordinates are the same as in (a).
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UTAPPEtDIX B

A COMPENDIUM OF VLBI FORMULAE

w

GST

A. Glossary of Parameters

The nomenclature of coordinates and parameters used in this

thesis and in this appendix are as follows:

Baseline in units of wavelength

Equatorial component of B

Source position offsets from as, 6s

Siderial angular rotation velocity of earth

Universal Coordinated Time

Observing frequency

Right ascention at meridian transit at

O hours UT at X' = 0 hours.

B. Baseline Geometry: Geodetic to
Geocentric Conversion

'- =-11 32'7450 sin 2

+ 1'1653 sin 4 c - 0:'0026 sin 6 p

L, 6B : Baseline GHA (Greenwich Hour Angle) and

declination

if, A : Geocentric latitude and longitude of the

i-
h 

station

Ri : Geocentric radius at ci' i

Geodetic latitude and longitude of the

i
th 

station

Source right ascention and declination

Source GHA

Source .elevation and hour angle as viewed

from i
t h
- station

The geocentric radius is

R = (0.998327073 + 0.001676438 cos 2 e

- 0 .0 0 0 0 0 3 5 1 9 c o s 4 + 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 c o s 6 )

where the equatorial radius

a = 6378.160 km

In the geocentric coordinate system, x = 0 hrs GHA, y = 6 hrs

GHA and z = 6 = 90°, the position of the ith station is
GHA and z = 8 = 90*, the position of the i- station is

B

BEQ

(i' hi

as, 6s

L

i LsiSl5

s.'
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x. cos Cosi

Yi i  cos oi sin .

z . sin i
1L Lcsrjci

BX cos 6B cos LB

BYI =B Icos 6
B sinLB

B B

LBZ sin 6B j

The baseline vector is defined as the vector pointing from

station #1 (western) to station #2 (eastern) in the geocentric

coordinate system, that is

B =R 2 - R1 ,

C. Baseline-Source Geometry

The source GHA is

L = GST + 1.0027579095 UT -a

and interferometer hour angle is

.=BX +BYy+BZ ,

L = L - LBSB
BX cos ei cos X2
BY = ) (-1) B coscpf sino

i=1
BZ sin

The baseline vector can be reduced to the u, v, w coordinate system,

where u, v is the plane parallel to the wavefronts arriving from the

source and w is toward the source position, as, 6s. Increasing u is

towards the east and increasing v is towards the north.
B = (BX

2 
+ y2 + BZ2)1/2

6B = sin-1 (BZ/B) ,

LB= tan-1 (BY/BX)
u sin Ls  - cos Ls  0 BX

v = sin s cos Ls -sin 6 s sin Ls cos Ss BY

w cos 6s cos Ls cos 6 s sin Ls sin 6s BZ

or

or

175
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u B cos 6B sin L ,

v B(in 6B cos 6S - cos 
6

B sin 
6
S cos L) ,

w = 3 = B(sin 
6
B sin 6S + cos 6$ cos 6S cos L)

178
177

a = B cos6B ,

b = B cos 6 sinS

oB csn 6S 
V0 = B sin 6 co-6 .

D. The Interferometer Observables

then .1. Time Delay

uvAX = BEQ

vMX = BZcos6S + X sin S
C

c B S B.

The baseline track in u, v with changing interferometer hour 2. Fringe Phase and Rate

angle is

u = a sin L ,

v =vo - b cosLO0"

= ufr 'r L

w t 
5

L at

= - 2 n cu B c 6B cos 6S sinL

= - 2 n u cos 6Swhich over 24 hours describes the ellipse

2 (v- vo)
2

2 
2  

-1 ,
a b

where c is sidereal angular velocity of the earth, = 1.160576(10)-5

sidereal Hz.

where

P 'e. t-

'1 .}'.: .
r F 4'

.

,

r
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3. Complex Visibility

y(u,v) = dx d I(9x ,y) * exp[(j 2 n(u x y+v)JJ x y xy y

where I(A x ' ,) is source brightness distribution.
x y

E. Offsets in Observables

Offsets in the parameters which describe source-baseline

geometry result in interferometer observables other than would be

predicted. If the offsets are small, they may be conveniently

expressed as incremental changes in the spherical coordinates of the

baseline or source position. Using Taylor expansions of the observ-

ables in terms of the offset parameters, the changes in 7, 4 and 4

have been calculated.

1. Source Position Offsets

If the source position offsets are defined as

Ax c s) cos6s

A = 6 - 6 ,
y s ,

then the observable offsets are (Moran 1976b):

M A(u +v 9 ) ,
e x y

At= 2 n(u9X + VI) ,
x y

A 
= 

2 n BEQ(cos L * X+ sin 6s sin L .y)

2. Baseline Offsets

Consider baseline offsets specified in geocentric

coordinates.

ABX = BX - BXo

ABY = BY - BY
O

ABZ = BZ - BZo0

where B = [BX2 + BY2 + BZ2 ]1/2 is the reference baseline, i.e.,
0 0 0 0

used in the MkII Processor, Figure B.l.

Expanding and disregarding terms 2nd order and higher in dBX,

ABY and ABZ, the offsets may be expressed in terms of baseline

direction and length.

ABEQ = (ABX BX + dABY BYo)/BoEQ

EQ o o o, EQ

AB = (ABX * BX° + ABY * BY 0 + dBZ * BZ0)/B,

AL = (ABY * BX -ABX BY)/B2EQ
6B = (Z BoQ- A o, EQ

Ab = (ABZ.*B - AD *.BZ )/B
2

B o,EQ EQ o o

IF, . -.

<.1
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then

AABArB
T = [sin B sin 6 + cos 

6
B cos 6S cos L] -

0

+ [cos 6B cos 6S sin L] i ALB

+ [cos 6B sin 6S- sin .B cos 6s cos L] * 66B)

0 = A ,

ABEQ

A 2 BoEQ cos sS(cos L ALB - sin L *
. .. . o, EQ

In the case of an equationally mounted telescope whose hour

angle and declination axis do not intersect, but are connected by a

vector, b, which is orthogonal to both, the vector b then is in the

equational plane and points toward the source right ascention. Its

GHA is the source GHA, LS , and the angle b makes with BEQ is in fact

L. Therefore, the baseline offsets are simply

ABEQ = b cos L ,

B
AB = b 

B '
EQ cos L

Bo
0

AL = b sin L ,
B Bo,EQ

AB = 0B

Note that Ad = 0 for this case.

3. Time Offsets

If GST and UT are the reference times, then
O o

ALT = (GST - GSTo ) + 1.0027379 (UT - UTo

and

XB
AT=c cos 6B cos S sinL AL ,

A =WAT ,

r - 2 n 0 Bo,EQ cos 6S cos L ALT

4. Differential Atmospheric Delay

The group delay due to the index of refraction of the neutral

atmosphere is expressed by a simple model with an accuracy of 10% to

15% (Robertson 1975):

T i F0.00145 1
A(fi) = rz sin i + tan i + 0.0445J

where 7z is the delay through the atmosphere towards the zenith and

i is the source elevation angle at thstation,
iis the source elevation angle at the i- station,

,. 
,

.. ,; ...
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Tz = 7(10)9 sec ,

Ssins

and

Lsi = GST + 1.0027379 UT -s

The observable offsets become

AT = TA(A1) - TA( 2 )

- B cos ' icos 6 sin Lsi

[1- (sin i sin 6s + cos cos s cos Lsi)21/2

5. Diurnal Aberration

The angular rotational velocity of the earth causes the

interferometer delay to be shortened or lengthened as L increases. A

dimensionless correction factor is determined as a function of the

coordinates of the station at which the source wavefronts arrive

late (Cohen and Shaffer 1971), such that

T 
=

i

a = WA ,

t =wtv 47r ~ E

=1t
i=1

where

S 0.00143 sec2  i

c (tanq + 0.0445)2

9i 0.00143 2

vsin + tan . + 0.0
45 J

£2R.
i = - - cos i cos 6s sin Lsi,

02R.
2i =  R. os 6s Lsi

e. = -- 1cos i cos 6soi
and

i = 1 (western station) when 7 > 0

i = 2 (eastern station) when T < 0

where

M = wA1-

;.:

: ,
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APPENDIX C

FUNDAMETALS .OF THE RAO IMkII "VLB RECORD

AND PLAYBACK SYST4EM

(X 2 , Y2 , Z2 )

, X E 0 hr

,,x , Y , Z,')
SI

Y, X 6 hr

Figure 3.1. The true interferometer baseline, Bl, is the vector sum

of the specified interferometer baseline, B0, and a small

offset geocentric position of station #1, b. The local hour

angle of b at X1, Y1, Z1 is Lsi. In this case, the declina-

tion of b is zero.

This appendix discusses the NRAO MkII operation in terms of

the major hardware and software components along the respective

signal paths. Phase, frequency and time errors introduced during

observations and subsequent processing are reduced to the resultant

offsets in the processor output. Expressions for the signals from

each antenna are traced through the MkII system with particular

attention given to the fringe phase. A detailed description of the

MkII operation is presented by Clark (1974) and an overall review of

VLBI correlators, including the MkII, by Moran (1976b).

A. MkII VLB Record System

Phase stable video signals will be recorded at station #1

(western) and station #2 (eastern), see Figure C.l. The various

multiple mixing schemes at different VLB observatories can be con-

veniently expressed as one SSB mixer to which is applied wLO , the

0 Hz video frequency. The signals at each station preceding the SSB

are:

.
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xl1(t) S1(w)Gl(w)cos[wt - ,wr + e51(t) +1(w)]

x2 (t) = S2 (w)G 2 (w)cos[wt + 2 (t) + 2(t)]

where

aw

G (w)1

ti t h)

t

= observing frequency,

= sky signal at station i,

= total gain through station i,

= time and frequency dependent phase offsets at

station i,

= epoch defined as the arrival of 0 = wt at

station #2.

The actual geometric time delay is

r =T' (calc. from s) +T
g go c g

The term Ar is the sum of contributions from differential tropo-

spheric delay, diurnal aberration, errors in specifying the source-

baseline geometry, relativistic effects and frequency dependent

propagation delays.

The local oscillator signal of the i- station is

cos[wLOi t + Li.(t)]. The RE signal is mixed to baseband, USB

selected and low pass filtered such that 0 < (w - wLO) s 2 n Bo.

The applied LO frequency is w0i, the specified LO frequency is

wLOi phase offsets in the LO are OLi(t), and the video bandwidth is

Bo . The video signals to the IBII sampler input are:

xl(t) = S 1 (W)Gl(W)cos[(w - wL
0 1 )t - Ufg + l(t) +

x2(t) = S2 (w)G2(w)cos[(w - L02)t + 2(t) + 2()] ,

where the LO and sky phase offsets are combined in ch(t).

In the MkII, the video signal is one-bit sampled at a -4 MHz
rate and diphase encoded with 4 MHz derived from the station fre-

quency standard. The station timing superimposed on the video data

stream is the assured clock. The data are organized into 1/60 sec

records (frames) with 8 bit synch words every 512 xsec. One frame

is recorded on each pass of the rotating head on the helical-scan

video tape recorder. A station clock offset from UTC, rci , intro-

duces a phase slope across the video passband recorded by the MkII:

xl(t) = S1 (w)Gl()cos[(w - wL01 )t -wrg
01g

+ (w - wL01)cl + cp1 (t) + $1(w)] ,

x2(t) = S2(w)G2(w)cos[(w - wLo02 )t

+ (w - LOTc2 + c2 (t + 2 (w)]

;C 
*1'-
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13. MkI VLE Playback Cystem

The recorded video tapes from all stations are brought

together at the site of the M.lII VLB Processor at R13AO,

Charlottesville, Virginia. The proper interferometer delay and

fringe rates at the observing epoch are calculated in the on-line

Varian 620 computer and by means of hardware/software combinations

are applied to the appropriate data streams. One, two or three

baselines may be processed simultaneously with various combinations

of length of complex cross-correlation and autocorrelation func-

tions totaling 576 correlation channels. We will consider here the

case of correlating over a single baseline in the spectral line

mode.

The processing sequence begins with the MkII hardware reading

the time codes and frame counts on each tape and aligning the play-

back recorders (refer to Figure C.2). The phase of the rotating

head drums of each recorder are controlled by the MkII such the.t

temporal alignment is maintained. The sampled video data and the

assured clocks are recovered from each stream of encoded data. The

sampled video data are sequentially loaded bit by bit into 2048 bit

ring buffers. The individual bit address, the load pointer address

(LPA), is the count of the assured clock from the preceeding synch

word. Since the assured clock phase is sensitive to the recorder

instabilities, - 100 usec, the sampled video data is not loaded into

the delay buffer at a uniform rate. The address of the unload

190

pointer (ULPA) for each delay buffer is the count of pulses from a

single 4 MHz crystal oscillator. Thus the data streams from each

delay buffer emerge at a uniform rate. The playback recorder head

drums are phase locked to a 60 Hz waveform from the ULPA counter.

Therefore, within the limits of the head drum control, ~ 100 sec,

the ULPA and head drum rates are synchronous. The synch words

recorded at 512 usec intervals in the data stream are used to reset

the LPA. If the LPA is not zero when a synch word appears, the LPA

is reset and the MkII indicates a data dropout. Since the UILPA

increments at a uniform rate whereas the LPA has the 100 sec

recorder fluctions, and as the ring buffer is cycled in 512 psec,

the ULPA must follow the LPA by approximately 180 degrees to avoid

overwritten data. The delay calculated by the Varian 620 is in-

serted into the data stream of which the source wavefront arrives

first. The Varian 620 drops pulses in the t MIz to the ULPA counter,

thereby delaying the ULPA and hence its recorder's head drum. The

LPA sees the playback recorder slowing through the assured clock.

The ~ 180 degree phase difference between the LPA and ULPA is main-

tained as the recorder reaches the calculated delay. Small changes

in delay are accomplished mainly in the delay buffer. Station time

is determined from the time code track, the frame count and the

assured clock count following the synch words.

As defined in Section A, the source wavefront is delayed to

station #1. The processor will delay the data stream from

station #2:

" ''u;4 t
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x 2 (t) A2 (w)cos[(w w- 0 2 )(t + T c2) WL02 ) p

+ D 2 (t) + 2 (w)] .

The processor delay, r7, tracks the geometrical delay, 
T
go' in

increments of l/2B thereby introducing a delay error in data

stream #2:

Rp = - go

Observations at centrimetric wavelengths over interferometer

baselines of several thousand kilometers produce fringe rates in the

kHz. In order to reduce the data processing rate and increase the

correlator integration time, the high natural fringe rate is removed

by the lobe rotator. In the lobe rotator, one data stream is multi-

plied in quadrature by the phase of artificial fringes whose rate

and phase are calculated by the Varian 620 for that epoch. The lobe

rotator acts as a SSB mixer in that the fringe frequencies are

reduced to baseband. The artificial fringes are generated from

4 MHz by the Varian controlled programmable divider. The phase and

rate are updated every 0.1 sec and the fringe rate period is tracked

in increments of 50 psec (Moran 1976b). At lower centimetric wave-

lengths, the time derivative of the fringe rate is sufficiently low

such that the residual phase drifts by a fraction of a degree

between updates. The lobe rotator phase is c = wLO go wLO2

wLO1)t + 6. One component of the rotated data stream is

xl(t) = Al(w)cos[(w - w 0 1 )(t + cl- g + t)

+ 1
(w) -(wL01 go+ (WLO2 -wLO1)t + 61]

The quadrature components of xI are correlated with x2 in the

576 channel correlator. The individual correlation channels are

one-bit Exclusive-OR gates such that XC sin (2 p
) 

(Weinreb 1965).

The correlator delay increment is AT = 1/2B o. The delay to the i
h

XC channel is T. = iAr, where -65 i s 64. Normalization counts
1

are recorded for each 0.2 sec integration period. To preserve cor-

relation amplitude, the residual fringe rate must fall within a

window of + 2.5 Hz. If Al(w)A2 (w) = A1 A2 and 1(w) = '2(w) = _ over

th
B , the cross-correlation of the i- channel is

o

XCi(t 0 ) = A1A2 exp(it)W(Ar i) ,

where Ar  = p + 
T i

, the residual time delays and the delay to the

i th 
correlator channel, A1A2 is the cross-correlation amplitude at

A i = 0, 4 is the residual fringe phase and the bandwidth smearing

is

191l
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sin(n X30
(i exp[j n B 6 1W (Ar )=- TT 1F Ati i

The cross-correlation spectrum is calculated from XCi(t o) by

the 128 channel array processor controlled by the DGC Nova II

computer,

812( ak't o) = Al2('to)exp(j4) S(Aw) ,

where denotes the convolution with the spectral smearing function

sin , 64 A

S(Aw) = o° expj n 6 A

n B J

0o

and dw =w k - . The video frequency of the kh spectral channel,

, is incremented by Bo/12
8
. The residual fringe phase in the kth

channel is

- T go)Wk(Tg Tgo - ATp+ Tc2 ' 1 Ti
) + 

WL01
(

g go
+ w 0  - WLolT - (w' - w' )(Ar + r2)

W02 -1 go - L01 WL02 p c2

+ ((WLO2 - WL01 ) - (WL0 1 - L02 to

+tAp( .) + A(t o ) +6 ,

o '

with = w- wLOi.

If Tl T c2' *g go' WLO L wO= WL02 WL02, and

6 = = 6 = 0, the residual fringe phase, = - AT, is a result

of the incremental error in the tracking delay. This phase offset

is both frequency dependent and time variable in Ar where

- 1/4 B0  Ap, < 1/4 Bo. Between delay increment updates,p 0

d, 1-1
At = 2 Boao

the total phase rotation of the k
t
- channel is (Moran 1976b):

s'k
Ak 2B

o

The Fractional Bit Shifter compensates for the error due to the

discrete delay tracking by multiplying S12(wk,to) by exp(j .wkArp ).

Thus the residual fringe phase becomes:
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(T .. T + T T + 01(-r - Tg go c2 cl LOl g go

' DWI. w' (AT +
Ll02 L01 go LO1 L02 p c2

+' 
(W, w'

(LO2 - wLOl) - LOl - L2)to

+ ts( k ) +AM(t o ) +,6

Errors in specifying source-baseline geometry cause Tg - Tgo off-

sets. Since interferometer delay is time variable, a fringe rate

offset and dependent phase offset result. Relative clock offsets

between stations also cause a phase shift across the video bandpass.

A-G7-Sge

BASIC ELEMENTS OF A TYPICAL VLBS STATION

LOW NOISE
RF AMPLIFIERS

BAND PASS
FILTER

1665 MHz

IF
AMPLIFIER

150 MHz

IF TO VIOEO

CONVERTER
BANDWIDTHS

(0.0625, 0.250, MHz
0.500,1.0, 2.0 )

MK H VL8
DATA SAMPLER
8 FORMATER

JVIDEO TAPERECORDER

Figure C.l. The basic elements of a typical VLBI radio observatory

with the local oscillator signal phase-locked to a hydrogen-

maser frequency are schematically represented. The station

timing is synchronized to LORAN-C UTC broadcasts and main-

tained within the frequency standard accuracy. The observing

bandwidth is determined at baseband in the video converter.

Data are sampled and formated in the NRAO MkII VLB Record
Terminal and recorded on a modified color-television video

recorder.
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BASIC ELEMENTS O THE NAO A VLB PROC(SS3R

Figure C.2. Elements of the I{RAO MI-I VLB Processor concerned with
applying incremental tracking delay, synchronizing playback
recorders, and fringe lobe rotation. The Varian 620 computer
reads the correlation functions at 0.2 second intervals. rhe

DGC Nova II computer Fourier inverts the cross-correlation
functions to produce cross-power spectra in real time.


